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LOGARITHMIC GENERATION BY BINARY DECODING

INTRODUC TION

Instrurnents (or devices) which possess a logarithmic response

are particularly useful in rneasuring quantities which vary over a

wide range because the percent inpub variation required for resolution

is constant over their entire range.:k

When lhe widely varying quanlity happens to be rtcountsil stored

in the mernory of an aralyzer accurnulating spectral data, it is

desirable to combine the features of Iogarithmic response and

digital-to-analog conversion in order to display the spectrum as an

oscilloscope trace. The popular rnethod of cornbining these features

is to perforrn a digital-to-analog conversion and then to use lhe result

of this conversion as the input to a device having a logarithmic

response.

It is the purpose of this paper to show that a superior systern is

obtained if a combinatorial logic network perforrns the linear-to-

logarithmic scale change before the digital-to-analog conversion is

rnade.

'r Let m be the minimum detectable change at the output of a log-
arithmic instrument. Let A be a first input and B be a second
input which is less than A. Then if the output is equal to m,

log A - log B = rn .'. * = lQm = a constant.



BACKGROUND

There are several ways to make a linear-to-logarithmic scale

conversion, among thern are vacuurn tube diodes and triodes, semi-

conductor diodes, variable-mu tubes, logarithrnic amplifiers and

saturable cascaded amplifiers. The principal shortcornings of these

and sirnilar methods include range lirnitations, accuracy limitations,

and lack of long tirne stabiliry. These problems arise because such

schemes depend upon at least one physical device having a volt-

ampere characteristic which is predictable, stable, and reproducible

arnong devices of the same type.

Consider a vacuurr: tube diode operating with a negative anode

and negligible space charge. It has been shown that under these con-

ditions the nurnber of thermal electrons passing through the cathode

barrier with sufficient kinetic energy to reach the negative anode

follows from the Boltzmann transport equation and is given by

n = N .-Ve/kT
o

Equation I

where n is the number of electrons reaching the negative anode per

unit tirne, N^ is the number of electrons corresponding to the satu-
o

ration current, V is the difference of potential between the anode and

cathode, e is the electron charge, k is Boltzrnannrs constant, and T

is the absolute ternperature of the cathode (4, p. 8).



Now if the ternperature of the cathode remains constant, it

follows that the anode current will be given by

I - I .-KV.
o

Equation 2

Therefore,

V = Kr-Klnl. Equation 3

This last equation holds only for anode currents roughly between

0.03 microamperes and 200 microarnperes, a range of less than

four decades. At the lower lirnit, leakage current (linear) becomes

appreciable with respect to the currenL being measured (exponential);

at the upper limit, space charge effects become appreciable and the

simple application of the transport equation resulting in Equation I

is no longer valid (8, p. I t).

In order to obtain good resulls (a range of four to six decades

with an error of less than 25 percent) when using vacuurrr tube diodes

as logarithmic devices, careful attention must be paid to detail.

Care rnust be exercised in handling the tube and associated

components in order to minimize external leakage to the anode. The

input irnpedance of the instrument rneasuring the anode voltage rnust

be very large (I0 rnegohrns or more) for the same reason.

The filarnent voltage rrrust be DC because AC could induce

relatively Large hurn voltages. The filament voltage rnust be well

regulated because the anode current is a function of cathode
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temperature which is in turn a function of filament voltage. (In fact
an empirical study indicates (9, p. IO5) that if y is some arbitrary
percent of the voltage change caused. by a change in anode current of
one decade, it is necessary to regulate the filarnent voltage to within
0. t5 Y percent in order to keep the anode voltage fructuations Iess
than Y. It should be pointed out that the anode voltage change cor_

responding to a decade change in anode current wilr vary as the tube

ages. ) In addition, the magnitude of the filament voltage should not
be more than three volts, for at higher voltages, light frorn the

heated cathode causes appreciable photoemission from the anode.

Furthermore, the filament should not be negative with respect to
the grid, since this would cause a current from anode to filament
that would not be logarithrnic with respect to anode vortage (g,

p. l0-lz).

The vacuum triode ,'ray be used a.s a l0garithmic element by op-
erating the grid as an auxiliary, negativery-biased anode. The grid
voltage will then be proportional to the logarithm of the grid current.
since the plate current varies approxirnatbly linearly with grid vo1_

tage, the plate current will then vary as the logarithrn of the grid
current. The triode has the advantage of providing amplification as

well as a logarithmic response (g, p. 19) (3, p. l0g7). The range of
logarithrnic operation is limited at the lower end by non-exponential

ion current and at the upper end by the grid potential approaching



(from negative values) the potential of the more negative end of the

filament resulting in a non-exponential grid-filarnent currenl (8,

P. ?0)..

In order to obtain good results with triodes, all the details

previously rnentioned in connection with diodes rnust receive atten-

tion. Chao (3, p. 1087) has designed a circuit for use in an ioniza-

tion chamber survey instrument which has a logarithrnic response of

four decades wilh * l0 percent error. A I50 hour burn-in period is

required for the triode-connected CK5889 electrorneter tubes used in

the circuit. Reproducibility among selected tubes is + I0 percent.

Serniconductor diodes are also used as linear-to-logarithmic

converters. The forward currenl which flows at an applied forward

voltage is given by,

Now if

then

I=I (.utlot- r).
o

.velkr > 10

[ - , .ve/kr
o

Equation 4

Equation 5

Equation 6

and

V - C ln I. Equation 7
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There is a lower lirnit to this logarithmic relationship determined by

the fact that V rnust be greater than about 0.06 volts (at 20" C) in

order for Equation 6 to hold within ten percenl. There is also an

upper lirnit because, if V is large enough to reduce the potential

barrier to zero (usually a few tenths of a volt) , Equation 4 does not

apply (LZ, p. 117) (I, p. 36). It should also be noted that an increase

in ternperature will decrease the logarithrnic range and that any

change in temperature will change the value of C in EquationT (6,

p.I96).

In testing silicon diodes as logarithmic elements, Golahny

(6, p . lg7) found that 17.4 percent of the IN300A diodes tested were

satisfactory over a range of seven decades. However, rr satisfactorytr

was defined as a rnaxirnurn variation of the currenl-voltage relation-

ship frorn a truly logarithrnic plot of Z db or less, An allowed varia-

tion of Z db means an error of.26 percent will be tolerated. The

IN300A diodes were superior to the other diodes tested.

In addition to the devices already discussed, which depend

strictly upon physical phenornena for their logarithrnic property,

there are sorne more ingenious rnethods of obtaining a linear-to-

logarithrnic scale c onversion.

For exarnple, a helical grid of a vacuum tube can be deliberate-

rnanufactured in such a lranner that the pitch varies frorn one end

the other. As a result, the retarding field for a given grid

iy

to
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potential is not the same at all points on the surface of the cathode.

Naturally, this grid rnodification upsets the usual linear plate-current,

grid-voltage relationship (such tubes are cal1ed variable -rrru tubes) .

The modification can be made in such a way that the plate current is

an exponential function of the grid voltage. Good results have been

obtained over a range of four decades, but variations frorn tube to

tube and lack of long time stability make the variable-mu tube un-

attractive in sorne applications (2 , p. 472).

The logarithmic arnplifier which consists of several cascaded,

saturable stages is a useful device for signal compression. The log-

arithmic characteristic is obtained by using the method of successive

detection (rrthe output from every stage of the amplifier is detected

and added to that of successive stagestt) (L4,.p. 435\. To illustrate

the method irnagine such an amplifier with five stages each with gain

m and saturation voltage V, and let u/tn5 be the input voltage

required to just saturate the last stage. Such an arnplifier, using the

method of successive detection, would have the following input-output

tabIe.



Table I

Successive Detec tion Response

Input

.5v/rn
A

v /rn'
,3v/rct

Output

)24
V + V/rn + Y/rnu + V/m- + V/rn

23V+V +Ylrn +Y/rn"+Ylrn

V+V +V *V/rn +V/rn?

etc. elc.

Note lhat when the input is rnultiplied by a constant (rn) the

output is increased (approximately) by the addition of a constant (V).

This property is certainly indicative of a logarithrnic response.

However, a little thought will show that the rnethod only approximates

a logarilhrnic curve with a series of straight line segments (one

straight line segrnent for each stage). Good results have been ob-

Lained over three decades using eight stages (I4, p, 435) (8, p. 36).

Nolle (I3, p. 166-I77\ has devised a rnethod using the well

known properties of an RC circuit. First a square wave of frequency

F is generated having a peak-to-peak value, E, proportional to the

quantity to be rneasured. This square wave is then differentiated, and

lhe output of the differentiator for any leading edge of the square wave

is given by

e = E €-t/RC Equation B



where the leading edge corresponds to t = 0, and for trailing edges

by

e = -E €-t/RC Equation 9

where the trailing edge corresponds to t = 0.

The output of the differentiator is fed to a DC amplifier of gain

A. The output of the DC amplifier (with negative spikes removed by

clamping) consists of spikes of the form AE e 
-t/RC. A Schrnitt

trigger; with a nominal trip point of P volts (0 < P < AE), an out-

put of zeto volts for inputs less than P; rnonitors the output of the

DC amplifier. The output of the Schmitt is then a series of pulses

of amplitude S and width W, where W is the time required for

AE e 
-t/Rc to decay to P. That is

W' = RC In (AE/P).

The average voltage at the output of the Schrnitt will be

Equation 10

V=SFRC ln (AE/P),

which is the desired logarithrnic relation.

Equation I I

The method is clever; but, rr The rnaxirnurn useful range of the

circuit is determined by the finite on-off sensitivity of the DC ampli-

fier. This sensitivity is of the order of 0.1 volts and rnust be srnall

compared to E" ISchmitt trip point] in order that sharply defined
n

pulses be produced. Thus there is a lower lirnit of E, of about



3 vol

i_8

ts . If the

decades ]

working range of the circuit

the peak-to-peak undistorted

10

is to be as much as 40 db

output of the square wave

amplifier must be greater than 3 volts by the 40 db plus a safety

rnargin of 3 db, or 400 volts peak-to-peakrr (I3, p. L771.

The preceding discussion shows that these parameter-

dependent methods of obtaining a logarithmic response yield, at

best, modest range and accur?cl, to say nothing of stability. Of

course, there are some applications where only these methods will

serve, but the application under consideration (the combination of a

digital-to-analog conversion and logarithmic response) is not neces-

sarily one of them.

Generally, whenever a logarithmic digital-to-analog conver-

sion is needed, a linear digital-to-analog conversion is made first,

followed by a linear-to logarithmic scale change. This procedure

has two disadvantages. I-irst, the digital- to-analog converter is

required to operate over a range equal to the range of the input data,

which will undoubtedly be several decades in cases where a linear-to-

Iogarithmic scale change is desired. Second, once the data has been

converted to an analog quantity, one of the schemes mentioned above

(or a scheme of comparable range and accuracy) must be used to

perforrn the linear-to-logarithmic scale change.

Consider the frequently used weighted-resistor, log-diode

cornbination shown in Figure 1, for example.
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n Digit Binary Register

Containing the Number m

VC
o

I.
)

[=j

1nm

0

V /R.rJ
-

-

binary digit j equals rrorl

binary digit j equals "1"

Figure l. Weighted-resistor, Log-diode Cornbination.
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Note that the ratio of the current corresponding to the least

significant binary digit to the current corresponding to the rnost sig-

nificant binary digit '" 2-(n+1). Consequently, the required toler-

ance on R rnust be on the order of 100 * 2-(n+') o."."rt in order
o

to preserve the significance of the least significant binary digit and

insure a rnonotonically increasing output current for a rnonotonically

increasing rn. If n is as large as 18 then the al1owab1e tolerance

on R is less than 0.001 percent. This restriction is severe,
o

Furtherrnore, the wide variation in ,j rneans that there will be a

wide variation in the voltage drops across the isolation diodes ,j

and a wide variation in the ternperature coefficient of the diode vol-

tage drops since

AVD K
ATe 1n Ir. Equation 1Z

(The currents involved must be 1ow so that the 1og-diode will be

operating in its logarithrnic region. Consequently, the isolation

diodes are also operating in their logarithmic region. ) Thus, the

accuracy and stability of the converter are adversely affected by the

wide digit current variation made necessary by a wide range of op-

eration.

Observe that the linear-to-logarithrnic conversion involves a

device which has a continuous volt-arnpere characteristic, but that

the input (in this case E I.) is discrete (i. e. there are only Zn
J
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possible values for >I.). Since the pararneter-dependent type of

Iinear-to-logarithrnic converter makes no use of the discrete prop-

erty of its input, a great deal of inforrnation is wasted.
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THE BINARY DECODING METHOD

Charac teris tic Logic

Consider an eight digit binary nurnber m, abcdefgh, where a

is the most significant binary digit. Since the number is already in

binary form, 2 seems a logical choice for the logarithmic base. Now

if a is rrlrr then the characteristic of rrr is seven (working with

base Z); if. a is rr Ort and b is rr Irr then the characteristic is six.

The reasoning is easily continued.

CH7=a

CH6 = 5b

CH5 = d6c

CH4 = a6ed

CH3 = a6ede

CH? = a6e aef

CHt = a6e dcfg

cHo = eSeacrgh

It is now apparent that the characteristic to base ? can be obtained

from the binary input using the circuit shown in Figure 2. The

binary number xyz represents lhe characteristic of the original

nurnber.



-a

def

Ia I aI iJtu-J-b

(Jl

Figure 2. Schernatic of Characteristic Logic.
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Figure 3. Plot of -4 + Logrn versus n.
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ManLis sa Logic

After the characteristic is deterrnined, it is then necessary to

determine the mantissa. First consider a plol of. (Log, N) -4 over

the binary cycle 16 to 32. The plot of Figure 3 shows how the man-

tissa varies on the cycle between CH4 and CH5. However, since all

cycles are identical except for the characteristic, the plot really

shows how a rnantissa delermined from four binary digits will vary

over any binary cyc1e.

The plot has such a small curvaLure that a linear approxirna-

tion seems possibie. The line AB looks like a very poor approxi-

rnation to the desired curve; but as rn becornes large the

characteristic also becomes large rnaking any error in the rnantissa

relatively less important. (Note that by working to base 2 t):,e char-

acteristic will increase more rapidly than it would for any larger

base. )

Now if the rnantissa

assigned the weights Z-1 ,

straight line AB is a plot

binary digits MBl, *tZ, MB3, *t+ are

-) -? -4Z",Z",Z - respectively, thenthe

However, the rnantissa

binary fashion by their

of

4
w. MB.

11
I

binary digits are

relative posilions

VCTSUS N

already weighted in this

in the original binary

tL
i-
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?",
a

La
I:

?"u
b

IE

CH
5

CH
3

cde

I aJ-a I ;
I

J

CH
2

i
f

Figure 4. Cornplete Logic Schematic.
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number. Of course, the particular four binary digits of the original

number chosen to represent the mantissa depend upon the character-

istic. The mantissa binary digits are the four most significant

binary digits following the most significant rr lrr .

Examples:

abcdefgh

0 I x x x x x x The mantissa digits are c d e f .

0 0 0 I x x x x The rnantissa digits are e f g h.

0 0 0 0 0 I x x The mantissa digits are g h .

The logical network shown in Figure 4 makes a linear-to-

logarithrnic conversion; all that remains is to perform the digital-

to-analog conversion.

Binary Ladder

The binary number xyzrr:l-Z*3*4 represents the logarithrn

to base 2 of the original binary number abcdefgh. The digital-to-

analog conversion can be rnade using a circuit similar to the following

which we shall call a binary ladder (7, p. LZ3). See Figure 5.

I,=I if digit j isrrlrr; I,=0 if digit j istt6t'.
J-J

If R =R.=R, =l,andif R -Z fori=0,1,...n.rth.v.



Transistor
Switch \

\

n-2

I lo-z

Rv(n-3)

D
0

lIo

No

IIl1

\1o-ry

IIi n-1

*n1o-r;

"1, b

I Ir

R
,ho

Rv(n-2;

Figure 5. Binary Ladder Digital-to-Analog Converter.
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Z inat a - I + I - Z

Z*inat b =l ll / = I

Z*inat c = I + I - Z

etc.

Z*inat t,l - I + I - Z

Z_*inat O - z ll z - i

Z*inaL,l, - I + t - Z

etc.

1S

Therefore the input resistance at all poinLs

three, 2 ohm resistors in paralle1 or Z/3 ohrn.

divides as shown (assurning digit j is rr l rr ).

Figure 6, Ladder Current Division .

to through 
"r,

Consequently,

I.
J

The current which flows

The current which flows

The current which flows

The current which flows

The current which flows

due to

due to

due to

due lo

in R dueto Irn

is 2 /3 vS/R
p

L 13 VS/np.

1, /6 vs/n
P

is I lrz vs/R
P

is z /3. t lzn vs/R

1S

is

I
0

I
I

I
Z

,,

inR

inR

inR

inR

Therefore, I* is proportional to the binary number ,OU,
r

where BO is the rnost significa.nt digit. In the case at hand

p

...B ,n

,*,
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(and therefore Vo) is proportional to xyzrr,l-Z*3*4. Note that the

absolute rnaxirnurn current that can flow in R" would occur if there

were an infinite number of digits all equal to rr I rr .

.-!
i. e. IR-- *"* = L 

Z /3. L/Zn, which equals 4/3.VS/R,.
t n=o

The complete logarithmic, digital- to-analog converter is

indicated in Figure 7.

n digit binary register containing the number m

1

1

charac te .r rs Ll lc tn Lr!i !'a r(Jgr(j

binary ladder v
o

Vo* log m

Figure 7. Block Diagram .
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IMPLEMENTING THE METHOD

The binary decoding method of logarithrnic generation is the

principle feature of a display designed for a Nuclear Data 160 M multi-

parameter pulse-height analyzer. The display is designed to present

counts (up to 218 - I) versus energy (rnemory location) plots on either

a linear or logarithmic scale (switch selected) with respective

integral linearities of .l percent and 1.0 percent, or better.

Integral linearity is defined with the aid of the graph below.

True response of the instrument

t

!
3
P.
!

o

d
A

t--=--straight 
line passing through the

origin which best approximates
(equal maximum positive and
maxirnum negative departures)
the true response of the instru-
rnent

Input * (logarithmic scale for
logarithmic rnode)

Figure 8. Illustration of Integral Linearity.

Integral linearity equals for the interval (0, x).
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Characteristic Logic

The characteristic Iogic of Figure 2 was implemented by the

circuit shown in Figure 9. The logic levels, rr lrr * 8 volts and rr 0rr

- 3 volts, are those available from the output register of the Nuclear

Data 160 M an.alyzer .

Referring to Figure 9, suppose the first (most significant) i- I

digits of the binary number rn are tr 0rr. Then the first i-l odd

transistors will be turned off by the * 8 volts at their base resistor,

and the first i-l even transistors will be turned on as a result of. - 4

volts being applied to their base resistors. Now under these condi-

tions; if the ith birrr"y digit is Itlrr then the ith odd transistor will

turn on as a result of the - 4 volts applied at its base resistor, and

the collector of the ith odd transistor will swing toward * 4 volts and

attain some positive value. Of course, since the ith birrr"y digit is

irI rt, the ith ..."r transistor will be turned off , rnaking it irnpossible

for any of the following transistors to turn on. Therefore, the col-

lectors of all odd transistors except the ith ".u near - 8 volts while

the collector of the ith odd transistor is at sorne positive voltage. In

this manner, the position of rnost significant rr lrr in the binary nurrr-

ber m is deterrnined. This inforrnation is sufficient to deterrnine

the characteristic of the base Z logarrthrn of m.

Note that when t* is on, the collector current of each even
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transistor is equal to the sum of the collector and base currents of

the transistor to its right. Thus, proceeding from right to left, a

greater and greater base current is required to hold the transistors

in saturation. Therefore, the base resistors of the even transistors

rnust be progressively smaller proceeding from right to left. The

values for RO. were actually chosen in such a way that all transis-
1

tors have approximately the same h"" (DC forward current trans-

fer ratio) requirement. See Table 2, page 27 .

Under worst conditions (with respect to m, and allowable

variations in logic levels and power supply levels), the maximum

hFE ""guired to insure saturation for any transistor is I7.3. For-

tunately, under conditions corresponding to this worst case, the

specified minimum hf' of the 2N404 transistors used is 32.

The inverters shown connected to the collector of each odd

transistor in Figure 9 provide current gain for the operation of suc-

cessive logic blocks and invert the logic 1evels of the Boolean vari-

able CH (characteristic). (Note: a positive going signal is required

for best operation of the Moseley 2D-2 or Z-S point plotter to be used

for recording the output of the display. This positive voltage require-

ment, in conjunction wibh the digital-to-analog conversion scheme

used, necessitates that the rr truerr condition of the variable CH

correspond to a negative voltage. )

The circuit perforrned successfully, with a wide safety margin
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Table 2

h", Reguirements

T

3?.

30

Z8

Z6

24

2Z

?.0

t8

r6

L4

t2

IO

8

6

*u

5.6

5.6

5. t

4.7

4.7

4.3

4.3

3.9

3.9

3.6

3.6

3.3

3.3

3.0

3.0

2,7

I5 min
ma

0.92

0.95

r. 07

r. tg

I. ZZ

r.34

| .40

r.59

1.63

1. 80

r. 85

2.06

2. r0

z. 35

2.4?.

z. 64

I" max
ma

14.00

r5.44

16. 88

t8. 45

20.15

2t.85

23.7 0

25. 55

z7 .50

29.65

31.87

34.09

36.50

38.90

4t. 55

44. ZO

hru
Required

r5. z

r6.3

15.7

t5.4

i6.5

16. 3

15. r

15. 0

r6.9

15.5

t7 .3

r6.5

17 .3

16. 5

17.1

r6. 6

4

z
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10-c. Operation Under Extreme Values of m.

Figure 10. Characteristic Logic Circuit Test Results.
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in respect to power supply and logic-level voltage variations, as can

be seen by Figures 10a-10c. Even under adverse conditions, the

cumulative voltage drop across the l6 even transistors, stacked

ernitter to collector, was only 1.3 vo1ts. Of course, all testing was

done underrrloadedtr conditions. i.e. Logic blocks were intercon-

nected as they would be in a complete system. See Figure 14.

Mantis sa Logic

The display under discussion uses five binary digits for the

mantissa. The logic of the first mantissa binary digit was chosen

for fabrication, since it will require more inputs than any of the

others. (The second rnantissa digit will not require a CHI input.

The third rnantissa digit will not require a CHI or a CHZ input,

etc. )

Recall

logical value

nificant rr I rl

logical value

MB. =
J

where n is

nurnber m,

o x(n+j-i) Equation I3

containing the

i 1th aigit or

that the jth rnantissa binary digit rrrust have the same

as the jth binary digit occurrin g after the rnost sig-

in the original binary number m. In general then, the

.rhof the j--- rnantissa binary digit is given by

n-1
U

i =j
CH.

1

j=L,2,3,4,5
i=I,...,n-I

the nurnber of digits in the binary register

"(.r* j - i ) 
is the logical value of the (n+ j -
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Figure 12. Mantissa Gate Circuit Test Results.
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the binary register (the ordering begins with lhe most significant

dieit), and CH. is the truth value of the sentence It The character--1

istic of the base 2 logarithm of m equals i. rr

It follows that the generation of the first mantissa binary digit,

for the l8 binary digit system under consideration, will require 17

two-input AND gates and one I7-input OR gate. The necessary gates

were effected with resistor-diode logic as shown in Figure lI on

page 30. The following inequalities were used in designing the

mantis sa logic .

16 R

R+
5

R
c

In order that the leve1 of CHi false
does not drop below * 4 volts even when
loaded by all 5 rnantissa blocks.

In order that T= will be turned off
(MBj - tr lrt ) wh*., any one of the AND
gates has both inputs true (negative
voltages).

In order that sufficient base current
flow to saturate Tj when all Dt s are
back-biased.

12 Rb

R+R
b

4.5
Ru

Note that only one of the negative AND gates can have a nega-

tive output at a time, because only one CH, can be rr truerr at a time.

The mantissa logic also performed successfully, with wide

safety margins. The test results are shown in Figure lZ.

The Nuclear Data I60M anLalyzer has a channel readout rate of
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Figure 13. Partial Prototype Schematic.
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14-a. Top Vlcr.

14-b. tr'ront V1er.

14-c. Botton Vler.

Flgure L4. The Partlal Prototype.
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l2 kc, or a dwelltime of.75 microseconds per channel, with 8 micro-

seconds between channels. Consequently, the rise time of the com-

plete decoding system is of interest. Figures l5a and l5b show that

the system stabilizes within I0 microseconds when the input is

changed. Thus, the system can display each data point for 65 micro-

seconds, which is certainly more than enough time for the point to

register on a scope face. A11 tests were performed with the partial

prototype shown in tr'igures I3 and l4a-c.

Binary Ladder

Before building a binary ladder, the possible sources of error

in this digital-to-analog conversion device must be considered.

(I) Input-pattern dependent errors

(Zl Power supply voltage variations

(3) Differences in the potential drop across conduc ting
isolation diodes

(4) Errors due to variations in resistor values

(5) Leakage of back-biased isolation diodes

(6) Leakage of the transistor switches

Refer to Figure 5. The error due to input-pattern variation

can be estimated by considering the fraction of the output voltage
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which is due to the presence of the most significant current Io

(l)when all other nodes have zero input current and (2) when all

other nodes have unit current input.

v due to I a # with all other inputs rr Ort .ooPo

V dueto I q
OO

VS - llZV max
o

R
D^o

all inputs rr I rr .

VS - l/2 vo max
R

D
'oPercent error = x 100.

I00 V rnax
Percent error = 

--g-
ZVS Equation 14

If the maximum output voltage is to be about 50 millivolts (a

value cornpatible with both the Moseley 2-D plotter and a Tektronix

535 oscilloscope), then a supply voltage of 158 volts will result in an

error due to pattern variation of about 0.016 percent. The current

limiting resistors were chosen to be ZI5 K ohms, the Rh.ts were

chosen to be 100 ohms, and the Rv.r s were chosen to be 200 ohms.

These values yield a maximum outputof.49 mvwhen used with a 158

volt supply. The supply voltage was selected as 158 volts because a

vs
R

Po

VS
R

po
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regulated I5B volt power suppiy, previously designed at the labora-

tory, is capable of supplying the required load current at this voltage

with a combined line and load regulation of 0.0I percenL, when the

117 volt AC line voltage is preregulated by a SoIa transformer.

Suppose for the rnornent thal aIl resistors have exactly their

nominal value, and that all transistor switches are off (Lransistors

not conducting) and have zero current leakage. Under these condi-

lions, two node currents will differ only if the voltage drop across

their respective isolation diodes differ.

I.e.

VS - VD.
1I. =i R + r inatnode i

I-
VS - VD.

I

, *O, + r inatnode j

z(VD.-VD.) x 100
Percent difference = 1, J

zVS-D.-D.1J

Suppose VD. = VD. * d, lhen'rJ

Percentdifferer Iood toodIce = VS-fE:=77 '\' -Ire- ' Equation 15

J

pi
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Therefore, if the isolation diode voltage drops corresponding to unit

current are matched within 45 millivolts, the error due to diode-

drop variations will be less than 0. 03 percent.

If there are n stages of the binary ladder, the ratio of the

current flowing in R, due to the first stage to the current flowing

in R due to the .rth stage is ,(t - n). Therefore, in order tor
resolve the least significant binary digit (th" ,rth binary digit), fhe

input current of the first stage must be (1 + e ) times unit current,

where e = I l+.Zl - n. If twelve stages are used, this requirernent

corresponds to a resistor tolerance of + 100 l8192 percent or

+ .012 percent. One might think that this close tolerance could be

progressively relaxed for successively less significant stages of the

binary ladder, but this is not true.

Suppose all,. the resistors up to and including the jth stage are

within + 100 A percent of their nominal value and all the resistors

beyond the j'h stage are only within + l00z percent of their norninal

value. The circuit in Figure l6 depicts the situation accurately.

R(l *z) 2R(i +A)

Figure I 6. Ladder Resistor Tolerance.

R(r +a)
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Frorn Figure l6 it is obvious that the input resistance of the

3th rrodu is 213R. (l * A), if and only if the input impedance of the

j + 1 node is Z/3R. (l + A). It follows by induction, that all resis-

tors must be within 100A percent of their norninal value if the input

resistance of the first node is to be within * 100 A percent of its

nominal value. But we have already shown that the tolerance on the

input resistance at the first node is + 0.012 percent; therefore all

resistors of the binary ladder must be within t 0.0I2 percent of their

norninal value. This restriction includes resistors *Oo, *Or, *Or,

*Or,. Actually t 0. 0l percent wire-wound resistors were specified in

the final design, since they are corrrrnercially available. As a result,

errors of 0.02 percent are the maximum expected from variations in

resistor values.

The isolation diodes chosen were IN643r s which have a maxi-

rnum leakage current of 0.025 microamperes when back-biased by

l0 volts at ?5"C. Conseguently, the percent error due to diode leak-

age is given by

-A0. 025x10 'percent error = ,iffi x = Q.003 percent.

The 2N706 transistors used as transistor switches have a

maximum collector cut-off current of 0.05 rnicroamperes for a

collector-base voltage of I5 volts and a temperature of 25"C.
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Consequently, the error due to transistor leakage rnay be as high as

0.007 percent.

The total percent error inherent in the binary ladder shown in

Figure l7 is then 0.086 percent.

Pattern variation 0.0r5

Power supply variation 0.010

Diode drop variation 0. 030

Resistor variation 0.020

Diode leakage 0.003

Transistor leakage 0.007

0. 085

It follows from the definition of integral linearity that

percent integral linearity ( maximum percent error

Therefore, the integral linearity of this binary ladder is designed to

be better than 0. I percent.

Resistors accurate within + 0.01 percent were not available for

constructing a prototype. However, an eight-stage ladder was built

using i 5 percent resistors, prirnarily to check the estirnate of pat-

tern dependent error (the fact that IZ stages would be needed was not

known at the time).

First, the output voltage due to each input was determined by
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measuring the output with only one input equal to rr lrr at a time.

These individual voltages were totaled and then compared with the

output voltage when all inputs were equal to rr l rr .

8

) V- input i alone equal torrl'r = 0.127?, voltsLo
i=l

Vo all input equal to rrlrt - 0.1270 volts

Percent error =
lLZ72 - LZ7 0) x I00 = 0.I58 percent.

LZTZ

V max
Estirnated percent error = *J = W

Estimated percent error = 0. 306 percent.

The observed maximum pattern dependent error was approxi-

mately one-half the estimate.
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EVALUATING THE METHOD

Linear - to - Logarithmic Scale Change

The most unique feature of the binary decoding rnethod is the

use of logic to obtain a linear-to-logarithmic scale conversion, that

is, to obtain a binary number L which is proportional to the 1og-

arithrn of an input binary nurnber rn. Since m is represented by

I8 binary digits, the five most significant binary digits of L must

be reserved for representing the characteristic of rn. It is im-

portant to observe that the characteristic of m is exactly repre-

sented by these five binary digits. Consequently, the only error,

which can occur in the representation of the logarithrn of m by L,

must occur in the binary digits of L which represent the rnantissa

of the logarithm of rn.

Consider Table 3 which shows how the approxirnate rnantissa

cornpares with the true rnantissa when five binary digits are used to

obtain the approximation. Note that the maxirnurn departure is about

8.6 percent per unit octave. This error is nearly equal to the maxi-

mum departure obtained when a slraight line is used to approximate

logrm over one cycle. (The departure per cycle would be larger if

a base larger tt.an Z were used. ) Obviously this rnaximurn departure

is independent of the number of binary digits used to represent the

mantissa. (The number of binary digits used to deterrnine the
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Tab1e 3

Five -digit Mantissa Table

Digit

Group

0 0000
0000 I
00010
0001 I
0 0100
00101
00110
00t I I
0l 000
01001
0r0r0
0l0Il
0I 100
01I0t

0Ill0

01r 11
I 0000
10001
I 0010
I00tl
10100
1010I
r0110
1011I
11000
r 1001
r l0l0
11011
11100
lll0I
ttll0
IIlII

True

Mantis sa
Base 2

. 00000

.04438

.087 44

. t2,926

. r6991

.20944

.247 9r

.28538

.3Zt9L

.357 53

.39230

.42624

.4594r

.49t83

.52354

.55457

.58494

.6r469

.64383

. 67 24t

.70041

.7 Z7 89

.7 s486

.7 8133

.80733

.83286

. 857 95

.88262

.90686

.9307 |

.954r7

. 977 Z5

Error

. 00000

.01313

.02494

.03551

.04491

.05319

.06041

.06563

.07t9t

.07 628

.07980

.08349

.08441

.08558

. 08604

.08582

.08494

.08344

.08133

.07 866

.07 541

.07 t54

. 067 36

. 06258

.057 33

.05161

. o4545

.03887

.03186

.02446

. o1667

. 00850

Approximate

Mantis sa' Base 2

.00000

.03125

.06250

. 0937 5

. t2500

. r5625

.18750

. zt87 5

.25000

. zgtz5

.3t250

.3437 5

. 37 500

.40625

.437 50

.4687 5

. 50000

.53125

.56250

. 5937 s

.62500

.6s625

.687 50

.7187 5

. 7 5000

.7 8t25

.81250

.8437 5

.87500

.90625

.937 50

.9687 5
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approximate mantissa does, however, deterrnine the resolution of

the final display. In this case five mantissa digits and 18 octaves

result in a resolution of one part in 25 x 18 or one part in 576.1

It follows that the integral linearity would be 8.6 percent for

a range of one octave and 4.3 percent for a range of two octaves,

since the maxirnum departure would stiIl be 8.6 percent of one unit

oc tave .

In general, the integral linearity of. a plot of L versus logrm

is given by

percent integral linearity = #
Equation 16

With a range of l8 octaves the integral linearity is 0.48 percent.

It is important to observe that the integral linearity improves

as the range increases. This improvement is certainly desirable

and is exactly the opposite of what happens with parameter-

dependent schemes. This improvement is of even greater signifi-

cance when one considers that the statistical uncertainty

(percent statistical uncertainty = sE,

of the spectral data is relatively large until the number of counts is

large. From the plot of Figure L7, it is apparent that when the

number of counts is high enough to yieldrrgood statisticsttthe line-

arity of the logarithmic approximation will also be good.



Statistical Uncertainty

- Integral Linearity

oE10
Range in Octaves +

Integral Linearity and Statistical
A
ur

Figure 17. Uncer tainty versus Range.
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Digital to Analog Conversion

The binary ladder can serve as a digital-to-analog converter

for both the linear and logarithrnic rnode of display, depending upon

whether the binary digits of the number L or some of the binary

digits of the original number rn are used as inpufs to the transistor

switches of the binary ladder. (The selection can be made by rneans

of a manual rotary switch. ) Therefore, the ladder was designed for

lZ stages in order to give a higher resolution, when in the l.inear

mode, than would be obtainable if only the ten stages needed to

represent L (five for the characterislic and five for the mantissa)

were emPloyed.

The integral linearity, when in the linear mode, will be

approximately the error inherent in the 12 atage binary ladder, or

better than 0. I percent,

The integral linearity, when in the logarithmic mode, will be

the integral linearity inherent in the logariLhm approximation by

combinatorial logic plus the integral linearity of the ladder, or

better than 0.6 percent.

It is important to obeerve that with a LZ atage binary ladder

used for digital-to-analog converBion, the decoding method of log-

arithm generation could actually accommodate an input range of. aa

high as 128 octaves (five binary digits for the mantisea and seven for
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the characteristic) with no deterioration in integral linearity (actually

an improvement would be realized). Admittedly, a great deal more

Iogic, about seven times as much, would be required to realize the

logical approximation to the logarithrn of m; but this would in no

way decrease the accuracy with which L approximates the 1og-

arithm of m. Thus, even for a greatly extended range, the integral

linearity of an instrument using the decoding rnethod of logarithmic

generation could be as good as 0.5 percent, depending upon the

linearity of the ladder used.

The binary ladder has many other advantages as an digital-to-

analog converter besides its high accuracy.

(l) AII conducting isolation diodes carry the sarne current.

(Zl A11 inputs see the same value of input impedance which is
independent of the number of stages.

(3) The output impedance is low and independent of the
number of s tage s .

(4) Because all stages are identical it
components be temperature stable
perature coefficients .

not required that the
they have equal tem-

1S

if
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SUMMARY

The features of linear-to-logarithrnic scale change and digital-

to-analog conversion are usually cornbined by a systern which per-

forms a digital-to-analog conversion and uses the output of this

conversion as the input to a device having a logarithrnic response.

The best of such systems are limited to ranges of five or six decades

and accuracies of five to ten percent.

In the binary decoding method of logarithmic generation, the

linear-to-logarithmic scale change is rnade before the digital-to-

analog conversion. This reversal of operations eliminates the

increase in error of the digital-to-analog converter which usually

accompanies an increase in the range of the input variable. Thus,

the error due to the digital-to-analog converter can be held to low

values (less than 1.0 percent) for ranges as great as 100 octaves.

The linear-to-logarithmic scale change can be implemented

by a combinatorial logic network in such a way that the rnaximurn

departure from a truly logarithmic response is constant at 8.6

percent per unit octave no matter what the range. For a range of

I8 octaves, the over-a11 integral linearity is 0.5 percent. For larger

ranges, the over-a1l linearity of the binary decoding method becornes

progressively better.

A partial prototype of the logical nebwork required for an input
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consisting of l8 binary digits from a Nuclear Data l60M analyzer was

constructed. Tests on this prototype indicated that the logical design

was correct and stable, despite some unusual features.

The digital-to-analog converter required by the design consiets

of a ladder network of high precision resistors (+ 0.0I percent).

Resistors of this precision were not available for construction of a

prototype, so a ladder network using * 5 percent resistors was

fabricated in order to check error estimates. Testing this ladder

showed that the estimate of pattern dependent error was conservative.

Figure 18 illustrates some of the advantages of the binary de-

coding method in comparison with parameter-dependent methods.

The advantages are greater range, greater accuracy, greater pre-

cision, relaxed environmental conditions, and independence of

device parameters.

The principal disadvantages are high cost and the fact that the

input must be in the form of discrete levels in a binary register.
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